Slime Do It Yourself Projects To Make At
Home
As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as competently as
concurrence can be gotten by just checking out a books slime do it yourself projects to make at home furthermore
it is not directly done, you could consent even more nearly this life, in relation to the world.
We find the money for you this proper as skillfully as simple artifice to acquire those all. We provide slime do it
yourself projects to make at home and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way.
in the midst of them is this slime do it yourself projects to make at home that can be your partner.

How to Make Slime Lori Shores 2018-08-09 Slime is strange and fascinating. It acts like both a solid and a liquid.
Want to find out how to make your own? This book shows you how! Using simple materials and easy step-by-step
instructions, young readers can explore the science behind this fun project.
See for Yourself! Vicki Cobb 2010-10-06 With See For Yourself, budding scientists can wow their teachers and
classmates (and maybe win a ribbon or two) by learning How to extract DNA from an onion How pigments from
vegetables make dye How to make paper out of lint from a clothes dryer How to make a friend feel like he or she has
a third hand What happens when you grow yeast in dandruff shampoo That tea and iron pills make excellent inks
And much more! See for Yourself includes experiments in the areas of chemistry, earth science, physical science, the
human body, and technology, but the experiments all take their inspiration from very familiar places. The materials
needed to execute the experiments can all be inexpensively purchased at the supermarket, the toy store, the
hardware store, the stationery store, and the drugstore. Some of the experiments are quick and easy, while others
are more challenging. Most include additional suggestions so that curious young scientists can keep on
investigating.

Dad's Book of Awesome Projects Mike Adamick 2013-04-18 It's time for serious family fun! Get ready to take
playtime to the next level with Dad's Book of Awesome Projects! Inside, you;ll find step-by-step instructions and
photographs detailing projects so imaginative and fun, no one will complain about turning off the TV. From
wooden "swords" to slay the most vicious of dragons to circus stilts that will send you soaring to new
heights, these projects are sure to spark everyone's creative spirit. And the fun doesn't stop there! This book shows
you and your kids how to build: Comic book shoes Rope swings Homemade goo slime Eggshell cupcakes Ol'-fashioned
fruit crate scooter Best of all, each of these activities can be tossed together with items around the house or
with inexpensive supplies from the hardware store. With 25 DIY projects and crafts, Dad's Book of Awesome
Projects will reveal just how awesome it is to be a dad!
Terrific Bunny Crafts Jane Yates 2018-07-15 While many people might not know it, bunny owners will tell you
their rabbits love to play. Homemade toys aren't just great to play with, they're fun and easy to make. This
volume includes more than 10 fantastic bunny-themed crafts, including a willow ball, rag doll, and hay ring for
bunny to enjoy, as well as a treat jar, paper mach bunny, and bunny journal for readers of all ages to delight in.
Through simple step-by-step instructions, readers can get crafty with their favorite pet for many happy hours.

Dad's Book of Awesome Projects Mike Adamick 2013-05-18 It's time for serious family fun! Get ready to take
playtime to the next level with Dad's Book of Awesome Projects! Inside, you;ll find step-by-step instructions and
photographs detailing projects so imaginative and fun, no one will complain about turning off the TV. From
wooden "swords" to slay the most vicious of dragons to circus stilts that will send you soaring to new
heights, these projects are sure to spark everyone's creative spirit. And the fun doesn't stop there! This book shows
you and your kids how to build: Comic book shoes Rope swings Homemade goo slime Eggshell cupcakes Ol'-fashioned
fruit crate scooter Best of all, each of these activities can be tossed together with items around the house or
with inexpensive supplies from the hardware store. With 25 DIY projects and crafts, Dad's Book of Awesome
Projects will reveal just how awesome it is to be a dad!
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Bartholomew and the Oobleck Dr. Seuss 2013-11-05 Join Bartholomew Cubbins in Dr. Seuss’s Caldecott
Honor–winning picture book about a king’s magical mishap! Bored with rain, sunshine, fog, and snow, King Derwin of
Didd summons his royal magicians to create something new and exciting to fall from the sky. What he gets is a
storm of sticky green goo called Oobleck—which soon wreaks havock all over his kingdom! But with the
assistance of the wise page boy Bartholomew, the king (along with young readers) learns that the simplest words
can sometimes solve the stickiest problems.
Film It!: YouTube Projects for the Real World Carolyn Bernhardt 2016-08-15 Film It!: YouTube Projects for the
Real World is packed with projects inspired by the features and functions of the popular social media site. Young
filmmakers or podcasters will learn how to create a storyboard, make a stop-motion video, and more! An
introduction to YouTube, vibrant photos, and step-by-step directions bring each physical project and digital
activity to life. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is
an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
63 Ready-to-Use Maker Projects Ellyssa Kroski 2018-12-13 This new compilation from editor and maker Kroski
spotlights a multitude of creative projects that you can tailor for your own library. Librarians and makers from
across the country present projects as fun as an upcycled fashion show, as practical as Bluetooth speakers, and
as mischievous as a catapult. Included are projects for artists, sewers, videographers, coders, and engineers. The
handy reference format will help you quickly identify the estimated costs, materials, and equipment; and because
several projects don’t even require a dedicated makerspace, every library can join in. Inside you’ll find how-to
guidance for projects like a foam rocket launcher;stop-motion animation with 3D print characters;found-object
robots;glowing ghost marionettes;Arduino eTextiles;magnetic slime;yarn painting;fidget flannels;an LED brooch;
andcardboard sculpture. With takeaways like origami tea lights or a t-shirt tote bag, your patrons will be sure
to remember how much fun your library can be.
Kids Do Loom Crafts! Ruth Owen 2016-07-15 For readers ready to learn a new art form, loom crafts are fun
projects for creative crafters of all ages. Readers will use this easily accessible guide to master the art of making
bracelets, flower charms, and coasters. The book also includes instructions for making a colorful circular rug
for the reader’s bedroom. Colorful images allow readers to visualize each step in the creative process, while direct
and clear instructions guide them through the project from beginning to end. There’s no limit on the number of
decorations and accessories readers can make using their loom!
Karina Garcia's Must-Try DIYs Karina Garcia 2017-10-24 Unleash your creativity with these 20 easy do-ityourself projects from YouTube sensation Karina Garcia. In this follow-up to her bestseller, Karina Garcia's DIY
Slime, Karina provides step-by-step instructions for her favorite crafts and hacks including ten never-before-seen
projects and the latest craze, fidget spinners! Plus, Karina reveals the keys to keeping her fun-loving and positive
outlook through behind-the-scenes peeks and personal stories that are sure to inspire. Perfect for birthdays, rainy
days, and fun days, this is a must-have title for Karina Garcia's over 7 million fans and all crafters ages 10 and
up.
Maker Projects for Kids Who Love Electronics Megan Kopp 2016-08 This plugged-in title helps readers navigate
the sometimes-complex world of electronic innovation. Young readers can explore this exciting and popular field by
learning the basics of electronic circuits and how electronic components work, which they can then apply to an
idea of their own. They will be able to create their project using everyday materials and easy-to-understand
computer elements. Important electronic innovators and their creations are profiled to provide inspiration for
young makers.
Toy and Game Projects Megan Borgert-Spaniol 2019-08-01 Technology has made playtime a lot of fun. But there
are tons of ways to play that don't require keyboards or screens. From making slime to flipping bottles, you can
create your own toys and games. All you need are some household items and a little bit of science. Step-by-step
instructions and photos guide readers through each activity and Science Takeaway sidebars explain the science
behind the results. All projects use common materials found around the house.
CNET Do-It-Yourself Mac Projects Joli Ballew 2006-12-26 Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third
Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
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included with the product. Discover the hidden magic of your Mac Maximize the power of your Mac with the useful
and entertaining projects packed inside this easy-to-follow guide. Produced in conjunction with CNET.com, the place
you go for the latest in tech and consumer electronics, this book shows you how to do all kinds of cool things
with your Mac, like convert VHS movies into digital format, control your Mac with your voice, set up a PCfriendly Mac network, and more. Inside, you'll find 24 self-contained projects, step-by-step instructions, a list of
tools needed at the beginning of each project, and hundreds of clear photos and screenshots. With CNET Do-ItYourself Mac Projects, you'll discover that your Mac has much more to offer than you ever imagined. Set up
videoconferencing via your webcam Create a live radio broadcast, a podcast, or a vodcast Connect to a
Windows PC remotely Send and receive SMS messages to and from cell phones Turn your Mac into a jukebox and
stream music wirelessly Create a multimedia DVD Convert any video content to iPod video format And much more
Build It, Make It, Do It, Play It! Subject Access to the Best How-To Guides for Children and Teens Catharine
Bomhold 2014-06-30 A valuable, one-stop guide to collection development and finding ideal subject-specific
activities and projects for children and teens. For busy librarians and educators, finding instructions for projects,
activities, sports, and games that children and teens will find interesting is a constant challenge. This guide is a
time-saving, one-stop resource for locating this type of information—one that also serves as a valuable
collection development tool that identifies the best among thousands of choices, and can be used for program
planning, reference and readers' advisory, and curriculum support. Build It, Make It, Do It, Play It! identifies
hundreds of books that provide step-by-step instructions for creating arts and crafts, building objects, finding
ways to help the disadvantaged, or engaging in other activities ranging from gardening to playing games and
sports. Organized by broad subject areas—arts and crafts, recreation and sports (including indoor activities and
games), and so forth—the entries are further logically organized by specific subject, ensuring quick and easy use.
Provides an excellent resource for libraries considering creating makerspaces Helps educators locate instructions
for entertaining and educational program and curricular activities that range from cooking and e-drawing to
performing magic tricks, solving puzzles, mask-making, and outdoor games Utilizes a subject heading organization
and indexes multi-topic titles by chapter for ease of use Supplies plans targeted for distinct age ranges: lower
elementary (K–3rd grade), elementary (3rd–6th grade), middle school (6th–9th grade), and high school (9th grade
and above) Includes an appendix containing additional online sources of information that augment the book's
content
Creative Cat Crafts Jane Yates 2018-07-15 Even though cats are known to be independent, they often still like
to play, scratch, and snuggle with their owners. Readers can show how much they love their cat, and cats in
general, by enjoying the more than 10 superfun crafts in this book. Felt toys, a cat wand, and catnip blanket are
just some of the fun results for kitty, while readers can enjoy making a cat frame and pillow for themselves. Ageappropriate instructions guide readers through each step of the craft as full-color photographs aid them through
the toughest parts.

Mini Decorating Rebecca Felix 2017 "This how-to series teaches young readers to create their own miniature
decorating craft projects with simple steps and everyday materials"-Low-Mess Crafts for Kids Debbie Chapman 2018-06-26 A collection of craft ideas for kids that create a minimum
of mess.
Art with Your Hands and Feet Susie Brooks 2017-12-15 What do ladybugs, candy, and peacocks all have in
common? Thumbprints can be used to create beautiful versions of each of these things. With the help of this
imaginative book, readers will learn how to use their hands and feet to make beautiful artwork. Step-by-step
instructions guide young artists to construct one-of-a-kind creations by printing and tracing their hands and feet.
Colorful illustrations help readers visualize their final product, while accessible text helps them to complete
each project.
150+ Screen-Free Activities for Kids Asia Citro 2014-10-03 Bring back playtime, all the time! Dive into a Bubbling
Swamp World. Drum on an Outdoor Sound Wall. Explore the gooeyness of Glowing Slime. With the one-of-a-kind
projects in 150+ Screen-Free Activities for Kids, your family will rediscover the spirit of imaginative play! These
fun activities help develop your child's creativity and skills--all without a screen in sight. Featuring step-by-step
instructions and beautiful photographs, each budget-friendly project will keep your child entertained, engaged, and
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learning all day long. Best of all, no one will complain about turning off the TV or computer with such
entertaining activities as: Natural Dye Fingerpaints Taste-Safe, Gluten-Free Playdough Erupting Volcano
Dinosaur World Fizzy Rainbow Slush Taste-Safe Glow Water Complete with dozens of exercises for babies,
toddlers, and school-aged children, 150+ Screen-Free Activities for Kids will help your family step away from
your devices and step into endless afternoons of playtime fun!
Mason Jar Crafts for Kids Linda Z. Braden 2015-04-07 Mason jars are no longer just for canning. Today we use
them to drink from, to cook inside, and—with almost limitless possibilities—to craft with. In this fabulous new
book, Linda Braden, author and owner of MasonJarCraftsLove.com and ItAllStartedWithPaint.com, offers up a
collection of fun and creative Mason jar crafts for kids. Her ideas include everything from wild science experiments
and delicious edible treats to holiday decor and gifts for the whole family. Kids won’t want to miss the fireworks
in a jar or the lava lamp jar projects. And who could resist a Mason jar cupcake or a rainbow Jell-O jar? There are
instructions for how to make your own lantern jars, snow globes, and even a Mason jar terrarium. This book will
keep little hands busy all year round, with dozens of easy do-it-yourself projects. Accompanied by photo
tutorials and helpful step-by-step instructions, these projects are kid-friendly and offer a variety of options for
both beginning and more advanced DIY fans. Each project is complete with age recommendations, a list of supplies
you will need, and safety precautions. These projects are great for crafting with a big group or alone with your
child, and perfect for long summer days, rainy weekends, and holiday preparation. Be inspired and discover the
endless possibilities with the world’s most famous jar!
Our Best Bites Sara Wells 2011 Meet Sara and Kate, two Mormon girls who love to cook.
Hungry Eve Turow-Paul 2020-06-09 We wait in lines around the block for scoops of cookie dough. We
photograph every meal. We visit selfie performance spaces and leave lucrative jobs to become farmers and craft
brewers. Why? What are we really hungry for? In Hungry, Eve Turow-Paul provides a guided tour through the
stranger corners of today's global food and lifestyle culture. How are 21st-century innovations and pressures
are redefining people's needs and desires? How does "foodie" culture, along with other lifestyle trends, provide an
answer to our rising rates of stress, loneliness, anxiety, and depression? Weaving together evolutionary
psychology and sociology with captivating investigative reporting from around the world, Turow-Paul reveals
the modern hungers—physical, spiritual, and emotional—that are driving today's top trends: • The connection
between the "death" of the cereal industry and access to work email on our smartphones • How posting images of
our dinners on social media both fulfills and feeds our hunger for human connection in an increasingly isolated
world • The ways "diet tribes" and boutique fitness gyms substitute for organized religion • How access to roundthe-clock news relates to the blowback against GMO foods • Wellness retreats, astrology, plant parenthood,
and other methods of easing modern anxiety • Why "eating local" might be the key to solving not just climate
change, but our current global sense of disconnection From gluten-free and Paleo diets to meal kit subscriptions,
and from mukbang broadcast jockeys to craft beer, Hungry deepens our understanding of why we do what we do,
and helps us find greater purpose and joy in today's technology-altered world.
Great Civil War Projects Maxine Anderson 2012-06-01 From periscopes to homemade paper, uniforms to
telegraphs, Great Civil War Projects You Can Build Yourself explores the Civil War era through hands-on
building projects and activities using common household and craft store items. Detailed step-by-step instructions,
diagrams, and templates for creating 25 Civil War projects, combined with historical background, facts and
anecdotes, and biographies and trivia, give kids a hands-on way to experience the fascinating history of one of the
most important eras in American history.

Toy and Game Projects Megan Borgert-Spaniol 2019-08 Readers can make their own toys and games, like slime and
a homemade harmonica, with these exciting projects. Step-by-step instructions and photos guide the projects, and
Science Takeaway sidebars explain the science behind their creations.
Slime! Trisha Haas 2017-06-20 It’s colorful! It’s gooey! It’s gross! It’s your little one’s new favorite icky
activity (and maybe yours, too)! It’s SLIME! Included within this book are step-by-step instructions and recipes so
that you can make your own slime right at home. The book features fifteen slime projects to teach you how to
create all different types of slime, including holiday-themed slimes using glitter glue and different colorings! Also
included are lists of what supplies you’ll need for each project as well as vibrant, slimy, full-color pictures to
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see how your concoctions will turn out! So grab a copy and experience all the sticky madness of Slime! It’s sure
to be tons of gross fun for everyone!
Karina Garcia's Next-Level DIY Slime Karina Garcia 2018-05-22 Create the most mind-blowing slimes at home with
these 15 all-new, super-fun, borax-free recipes from YouTube sensation Karina Garcia. In her follow-up to the
bestselling Karina Garcia's DIY Slime, Karina provides recipes with new and mesmerizing scents, textures, and shine.
From Mermaid Dream Fishbowl Slime to Teddy Bear Slime, you'll love creating these amazing slimes for you, your
family, and friends. This full-color book contains easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions for: Holographic,
Super Gloss, Ultra Crunch, Color Changing, Instant Clear, Slushee, Butter, Peanut Butter & Jelly, Cloud,
Candle, Jam, Highlighter, Cereal, Fishbowl, and the Thickest of All slime-with crazy, cool modifications! Plus,
Karina shares personal tips on removing slime from clothing, keeping slime fresh, and becoming a professional slimer.
You'll become a slime master with this master-slimer advice. All recipes are borax-free. Perfect for birthdays, rainy
days, and fun days, this is a must-have title for Karina Garcia's over 7 million fans and all crafters ages 10 and
up.

The Vegetable Garden Problem Solver Handbook Susan Mulvihill 2023 The Vegetable Garden Problem Solver
Handbook contains all-natural solutions for common problems plaguing your vegetable garden, including plant
diseases, disorders, animal pests, and weather woes.
Ultimate Slime Extreme Edition Alyssa Jagan 2019-11-12 Take your slime to the next level! In Ultimate Slime
Extreme Edition, you’ll find 100+ new, awesome, borax-free slime recipes and projects from slime master Alyssa J of
@CraftySlimeCreator! Slime Start-Up: Begin with essential ingredients and basic recipes, plus new ways to make
slime, slime safety, and troubleshooting tips. Amazing Mix-ins: Add color and character to your slime with fun,
all-new ingredients. DIY Ingredients: Create one-of-a-kind slimes with your own special add-ins. All-New Recipes:
Find advanced recipes like the astounding Color-Changing Slime, supercute Kawaii Slime, and crispy-crunchy PomPom Slime, and get guidance on how to make epic clay and fake snow slimes like Bread Slime, Cloud Creme, and Icee
Slime, and more! Hybrid Slimes: Create amazing mashups with surprising, oddly satisfying textures. Slime Play:
Discover cool new ways to play with your slime, including how to make squishies and sculptures! Make the
coolest slime ever with Ultimate Slime Extreme Edition!
Hands-On Science and Technology for Ontario, Grade 5 Jennifer Lawson 2020-09-07 Experienced educators share
their best, classroom-tested ideas in this teacher-friendly, activity-based resource. The grade 5 book is divided into
four units: Human Organ Systems Forces Acting on Structures and Mechanisms Properties of and Changes in
Matter Conservation of Energy and Resources STAND-OUT COMPONENTS custom-written for the Ontario
curriculum uses an inquiry-based scientific and technological approach builds understanding of Indigenous
knowledge and perspectives TIME-SAVING, COST-EFFECTIVE FEATURES includes resources for both teachers and
students a four-part instructional process: activate, action, consolidate and debrief, enhance an emphasis on
technology, sustainability, and personalized learning a fully developed assessment plan for assessment for, as,
and of learning a focus on real-life technological problem solving learning centres that focus on multiple
intelligences and universal design for learning (UDL) land-based learning activities and Makerspace centres access
to digital image banks and digital reproducibles (Find download instructions in the Appendix of the book.)
STEM Programming for All Ages Chantale Pard 2018-08-15 STEM Programming will show new and exciting
examples of how libraries are implementing STEM education. It is a guide on how to start or improve your own
STEM programming with little or no budget, even if you’re not a scientist or mathematician.
The Ultimate Book of Kid Concoctions John E. Thomas 2006 Includes instructions for creating such objects as
sidewalk chalk, finger paint, and scratch-and-sniff stickers, using items found around the home like corn syrup,
cornstarch, food coloring, and gelatin.
Slime Kitchen Experiment Meg Gaertner 2018-08 Engage readers with simple step-by-step instructions to create
slime right in their kitchen. Readers are introduced to basic science concepts such as states of matter, solvents and
solutes, and solutions. Additional features include a table of contents, informative sidebars and captions, a
phonetic glossary, an index, information about the author, and sources for further research. A kid-friendly science
experiment inspires observation and hands-on fun.
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Recipe and Craft Guide to India Khadija Ejaz 2010-12-23 Also called Bharat and Hindustan, India has long
delighted the senses with its lively whirl of colors, sounds, fragrances, and textures. Now you can host your
own Indian party with ten scrumptious recipes from all across India. Follow the easy instructions to make
papadum and dhokla, a spongy appetizer topped with chilies; chicken karhai; and spicy rice and peas. From snacks and
appetizers to main courses, desserts, and drinks, your guests will relish each flavorful bite. Spruce up your party
with ten colorful crafts that are sure to bring India’s traditions and fashions to your classroom or home.
Decorate your floor with Rangoli, paint some henna tattoos, and make flower garlands for everyone to wear.
Along the way, you’ll learn interesting facts about India’s holidays, people, and everyday life—like what promises
Indian brothers and sisters make to each other. Step into another land and learn about India’s treasures!
Slime! Trisha Haas 2017-06-20 It’s colorful! It’s gooey! It’s gross! It’s your little one’s new favorite icky
activity (and maybe yours, too)! It’s SLIME! Included within this book are step-by-step instructions and recipes so
that you can make your own slime right at home. The book features fifteen slime projects to teach you how to
create all different types of slime, including holiday-themed slimes using glitter glue and different colorings! Also
included are lists of what supplies you’ll need for each project as well as vibrant, slimy, full-color pictures to
see how your concoctions will turn out! So grab a copy and experience all the sticky madness of Slime! It’s sure
to be tons of gross fun for everyone!

Ultimate Slime Alyssa Jagan 2017-11-07 Who knows what makes playing with slime so tactually satisfying.
Whatever the reason, Ultimate Slime is here with over 100 borax-free recipes invented by the CraftySlimeCreator,
Alyssa Jagan. Written by Alyssa Jagan, popular Instagram slimer of @CraftySlimeCreator fame, Ultimate Slime
makes creating gorgeous, satisfying slime easy! You’ll see how to do everything you need to create a world of
slime in a rainbow of colors and incredible textures. Your slimy journey will start with some basic recipes,
including kid-safe slime, then you will learn to make fluffy slime, clear slime, slushy slime—more than 100 recipes
and projects in all. Then you can supercharge your slime by adding vibrant colors and all kinds of awesome mix-ins
to create confetti slime, iceberg slime, floam—there are no limits to what you will create! Don't miss your chance
to create unique kinds of slime that you never thought were possible. All are completely borax free, and all come
directly from the mind of the @CraftySlimeCreator herself, Alyssa Jagan.
Junk Modeling Toby Reynolds 2015-07-15 Simple household items that are easily thrown away can become
amazing works of art! In this book, readers will learn how to create cool crafts out of “junk” objects, including
toilet paper rolls, bottle tops, egg cartons, and corks. Readers will delight in turning these everyday objects into
toy cars, caterpillars, snowmen, and frogs. A helpful hint and clear lists of materials give readers the knowledge
they need to begin their project. Accessible instructions help readers understand the project, while photographs
allow them to visualize all the ways they can make ordinary objects into fun and useful crafts.
GREAT PIONEER PROJECTS Rachel Dickinson 2007-05-01 What was it like to be an American pioneer during the
1800s? Great Pioneer Projects You Can Build Yourself introduces readers ages 9 and up to the settling of the
great American frontier with over 25 hands-on building projects and activities. Young learners build replica sod
houses, log cabins, and covered wagons and create their own printing presses and maps. Great Pioneer Projects You
Can Build Yourself provides detailed step-by-step instructions, diagrams, and templates for creating each project.
Historical facts and anecdotes, biographies, and fascinating trivia support the fun projects and teach readers
about the American pioneers’ relentless push westward. Together they give kids a first-hand look at daily life on
the trail and on the frontier. Great Pioneer Projects You Can Build Yourself brings the American Pioneer experience
to life.
How to Make Stuff with Duct Tape Samantha Bell 2013-08-01 Presents step-by-step instructions for creating
handicraft projects using duct tape, including a pencil holder, visor, and wallet.
Awesome Hamster Crafts Jane Yates 2018-07-15 What could be more fun than watching a cute, fuzzy hamster
find its way through a maze? Making the maze yourself! Through this colorful book, readers can do just that, as
well as use their creativity to make 10 more awesome, hamster-themed crafts. From a walnut shell toy and
climbing wall for a pet hamster to a hamster journal and pom-pom hamster to show one's hamster love, these
crafts engage readers through step-by-step instructions and photographs of each step of the craft. Fact boxes
give tips for making each craft better and fun information about readers' favorite pet, the hamster.
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Secrets of Slime Recipe Book Jackie Houston 2019-03-19 Get creative with seriously FUN slime recipes for kids
Oozy, gooey, squishy, and FUN--it's no mystery that making slime is cool. But how do you get super-duper
stretchy slime? What do you need to add for jewel-toned slime? Can you actually taste yummy gummy bear slime?
And will it ever come out of your mom's hair? Kids ages 8 and up will discover these secrets and more with the
fool-proof DIY recipes inside this book. First-timers and serious slimers alike will find 30 borax powder-free recipes
to mix, activate, and create! Complete with a guide to making signature slimes, the Secrets of Slime Recipe Book
reveals the mystery and magic of slime to curious minds. Secrets of Slime Recipe Book includes: UNCOVER
SECRETS--Learn how to make picture-perfect slime every time with clear, step-by-step recipes, tons of tips, and a
troubleshooting guide for easy success. 30 BORAX-POWDER-FREE RECIPES--Get inspired with original
concoctions like Groovy Tie-Dye, Holographic Slime, Magical Unicorn Slime, and more! A SLIME DIARY--Jot down
ideas for new creations, favorite successes, or slimy scientific observations. Uncover the secrets of slime-making
with these fantastically fun recipes.
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